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THE FREEDOM TO CREATE.

Frenchmen Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec are among the most sought after designers in the international furniture industry. Their philosophy is: “The objects must be flexible in their application.” For this reason, all creations of the Bouroullec brothers are based on a distinct design approach whereby the products intuitively respond to the user’s needs. Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec like to leave it up to the individual to envision a use for their design objects. With this approach, they tap into the spirit of our times – for we all prefer to live our lives according to our own wishes.

For Axor, they started thinking about their vision of the bathroom as early as 2004. Their Axor WaterDream project was similarly shaped by the idea of placing the central focus on the individual and giving consumers the freedom to adjust the products to their own needs and wishes.

Axor Bouroullec is a collection that is not constrained by a rigid pattern. In fact, more than 70 bathroom products – from mixers, accessories and wash basins to the bath tub – give you the freedom to compose the ensemble that best suits your individual needs. The position of the mixer is not predetermined: you can decide where to locate the spout and handles above, on top of and around the wash basin. Shelves integrated into the wash basin permit flexible positioning of the mixer or provide space to store your personal items. A collection which gives you the freedom to customise your bathroom as never before.
PIECE BY PIECE TO CREATE A HARMONIOUS WHOLE.

Everything flows. Axor Bouroullec is noticeably subtle. Soft shapes without corners or edges flow into each other, striking the eye and beckoning to be touched. The organic, elegant design is never overpowering. All elements form a beautiful ensemble – from mixers and shelves to the mirror.
FEEL FREE TO COMPOSE.

The Axor Bouroullec collection is so flexible it provides us with exceptional freedom and a wealth of possibilities. The individual mixer elements can be placed in various positions above, on top of and around the wash basin. Choose a composition that suits your taste and your needs: For example, the handles can be conveniently placed in the front part of the wash basin to make them easily accessible for children...

...imagine the possibilities!
The Axor Bouroullec collection offers an entirely new, innovative wash basin scenario. The harmoniously integrated shelves are not only attractive design elements, they also provide space for the flexible positioning of the mixer and for storing your personal items. A convenient solution for anyone who enjoys having a lot of space around the wash basin.
OPTIONS TURN INTO MULTIPLE OPTIONS:
A SET OF SHELVES FOR EVEN MORE CREATIVE POSSIBILITIES.
Shelves are an essential design element of the Axor Bouroullec collection. They can be cleverly used in all areas of the bathroom – shower, wash basin or bath tub. Whether as an accessory that creates storage space, as a wash basin element on which the mixer can be positioned, or even as a shelf which performs a dual role as a mixer. You can decide how and where you want to use the shelves.
A shelf that provides water: The technology of the single lever mixer is concealed within the elegant shelf, integrating with ease into the overall bathroom ambience. What more could a mixer offer?
Shelf, wall-mounted

Shelf, free-standing

Shelf, integrated into the wash basin
HOW MUCH FREEDOM DO YOU NEED IN THE SHOWER?
HERE ARE A FEW OPTIONS.
The Axor Bouroullec collection also offers a variety of options in the shower: From a classic concealed installation to innovative exposed mixers with a practical integrated shelf, to accessories which perfectly complement the collection with their distinctive design.
Axor Bouroullec also responds to a longing for individuality when it comes to the design of the bath tub. With its generous shelves it leaves ample space to position the mixers and to store personal items. Of course, Axor Bouroullec offers freedom of choice between a concealed and an exposed installation, and between rim-mounted and tile-mounted mixers. In a typical Axor Bouroullec design, the bath tub elements harmoniously blend into the bathroom ambience.
Feel Free to Compose your Bathroom
“Our products are designed to create tranquillity and achieve a natural balance with the space they are in.” Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec define their vision of the bathroom as a place in which all elements come together in a harmonious fusion - with the greatest of ease. They want every individual to feel comfortable when spending time in the bathroom - naked and vulnerable, free and relaxed. A pure ambiance, light and friendly colours and an abundance of warm, natural light invite the person to be completely at ease.

Each individual can enjoy plenty of personal space and find their intimate retreat. In tune with the motto “Feel Free to Compose”, for example two versions of wash basins allow you to create a wash basin according to your personal taste and needs. Be inspired by the Bouroullec designers’ bathroom to create your very own bathroom scenario!
1. Single lever basin mixer without waste  
   Product no. 19010000  
   Product no. 19011000

2. 2-hole basin mixer 195 mm, without waste  
   Product no. 19124000

3. 3-hole basin mixer, concealed installation,  
   for wall-mounting, 245 mm spout  
   Product no. 19136000

4. Single lever basin mixer, concealed installation,  
   with wall-mounted spout, 245 mm, and free-standing handle  
   Product no. 19138000

5. Single lever basin mixer, exposed installation  
   Product no. 19134000

6. Single lever basin mixer, concealed installation,  
   for wall-mounting, 245 mm spout  
   Product no. 19137000

7. 3-hole basin mixer, concealed installation,  
   for wall-mounting, 245 mm spout  
   Product no. 19135000

8. Single lever basin mixer, exposed installation  
   Product no. 19134000

9. Twin-handle basin mixer, exposed installation  
   Product no. 19134400

All basin mixers (no. 1–9) are equipped with a 5 l/min flow limiter.
1. Built-in wash basin, 866 mm x 530 mm, with two shelves
   Product no. 19943000
   Wash basin, wall-mounted, 866 mm x 553 mm, with two shelves (not shown)
   Product no. 19944000

2. Wash basin, wall-mounted, 666 mm x 503 mm, with two shelves
   Product no. 19942000
   Built-in wash basin, 666 mm x 480 mm, with two shelves (not shown)
   Product no. 19941000

3. Built-in wash basin, 866 mm x 466 mm, with one shelf
   Product no. 19945000
   Wash basin, wall-mounted, 866 mm x 503 mm, with one shelf (not shown)
   Product no. 19946000

4. Wash basin, wall-mounted, 595 mm x 503 mm, with one shelf
   Product no. 19948000
   Built-in wash basin, 595 mm x 480 mm, with one shelf (not shown)
   Product no. 19947000

5. Mirror, large, wall-mounted
   Product no. 42685000

6. Mirror, small, wall-mounted
   Product no. 42681000

7. Double hook
   Product no. 42601000

8. Shelf, large, wall-mounted
   Product no. 42670400
   Shelf, large, free-standing (not shown)
   Product no. 42672000
   Toothbrush tumbler
   Product no. 42634400

9. Shelf, small, free-standing
   Product no. 42673000
   Shelf, small, wall-mounted (not shown)
   Product no. 42671400
### Product Examples for the Shower

1. **Single lever shower mixer, exposed installation**  
   - Product no. 19620400

2. **Shower thermostat, exposed installation**  
   - Product no. 19761400

3. **Single lever shower mixer, concealed installation**  
   - Product no. 19621000  
   - Basic set (not shown)
   - Product no. 01800180

4. **Thermastat, concealed installation**  
   - Product no. 19700000  
   - Highflow thermostat, concealed installation (not shown)
   - Product no. 19702000  
   - Basic set (not shown)
   - Product no. 01800180

5. **Thermostat with shut-off valve, concealed installation**  
   - Product no. 19704000  
   - Basic set (not shown)
   - Product no. 01800180

6. **Thermostat with shut-off and diverter valve, concealed installation**  
   - Product no. 19706000  
   - Basic set (not shown)
   - Product no. 01800180

7. **Shut-off valve, concealed installation**  
   - Product no. 19971000  
   - Spindle basic set DN15 (not shown)
   - Product no. 15973180  
   - Ceramic basic set DN15 (not shown)
   - Product no. 15974180  
   - Spindle basic set DN20 (not shown)
   - Product no. 15970180

8. **Trio®/Quattro® shut-off and diverter valve, concealed installation**  
   - Product no. 19981000  
   - Trio basic set (not shown)
   - Product no. 15981180  
   - Quattro basic set (not shown)
   - Product no. 15930180

9. **Porter unit (without hand shower and hose)**  
   - Product no. 19622000

10. **Shower shelf**  
    - Product no. 42669400

11. **Bath towel holder, 600 mm**  
    - Product no. 42660000  
    - Bath towel holder, 800 mm (not shown)
    - Product no. 42680000  
    - Grab bar (not shown)
    - Product no. 42630000

12. **Showerpipe with thermostat**  
    - Product no. 19670400
**PRODUCT EXAMPLES FOR THE BATH TUB.**

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1 | Single lever bath mixer, exposed installation   
Product no. 19420400 | 2 | Bath mixer, exposed installation   
Product no. 19741400 | 3 | Single lever bath mixer, concealed installation   
Product no. 19421000  
Single lever bath mixer with safety combination, concealed installation (not shown)   
Product no. 19422000  
Basic set (not shown)   
Product no. 01800180 | 4 | 2-hole rim-mounted bath thermostat   
Product no. 19432000  
Basic set (not shown)   
Product no. 13550180 | 5 | Bath filler for rim-mounting   
Product no. 19417000 | 6 | Seculax® rim-mounted set with hand shower   
Product no. 19418000 |
| 7 | Bath filler for wall-mounting, 224 mm   
Product no. 19416000  
Bath filler for wall-mounting, 180 mm (not shown)   
Product no. 19415000 | 8 | 4-hole rim-mounted bath mixer   
Product no. 19446000  
Basic set (not shown)   
Product no. 13444180 | 9 | 4-hole tile-mounted bath mixer   
Product no. 19456000  
Basic set (not shown)   
Product no. 14445180 | 10 | Built-in bath tub with two shelves   
Product no. 19955000 |
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We did our utmost to ensure that the production of this brochure by a FSC-certified printing shop was friendly to the environ-
ment. By using a new kind of paper (UPM Finesse Silk) we were able to reduce the CO₂ emissions for the production process
by more than 30% compared to previous brochures. You too can contribute to the protection of our environment by passing on
the brochure to others when you’ve finished reading it, or by recycling it.
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